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PAKISTAN - A TWO NATION THEORY 

Or 

CHU-CHU KA MURABBA 

By: Saba Naz 

              mmahfah@yahoo.com    

Our government is just going to make us chu-chu ka murabba in the 

dialectical reign of language because as we know that we're Pakistani people and 

our national language is apparently URDU but actually we've adopted two national 

languages i.e. Urdu and English; and all the other provinces languages have 

secondary position. However, todays, Chines language is getting more and more 

importance in our country even formal institutions are going to promote chines 

language in every big city of Pakistan.  

Hence, my point is what about the idea of 'two nation theory' through which 

we got Pakistan by highlighting the issue of Urdu as a different language to Hindi. 

But later on we adopted English too, on the name of progress; even we're so fanatic 

in our views that we become ready to apart our country or suppress its inhabitants 

by force if they demand any provisional language to announce as the national 

language of Pakistan. But in the case of such foreign languages, we close our eyes 

like pigeon and even suggest to our nation to learn such languages for making 

progress.  

Really we are worse than chameleon because chameleon only changes its 

apparent color according to its need but we change our opinions, ideas, behavior, 

priorities and even ideology for our benefits. But we forget that there're many 

examples of such countries those abolish foreign culture and languages but still 

they are much progressive than us. 

I'm not against Chines friendship but just highlighting the agenda that won't 

we take these two things separate i.e. our ideology and friendship. Are really 

Chines and Americans and British nations promoting Pakistani culture and 

languages in their countries as we're doing so? If not, and surely not, what's wrong 

with us? Are we in any sort of complex about our identity? 

Gradually this situation will get worse because we're going to see the 

requirement note in job vacancies that those candidates will prefer who'll be expert 

in Chines language, and with the passage of time Pakistani generation hypnotically 

will hanker after learning chines languages. Later on, when the majority of people 
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as begin to learn chines language, the government will decrease the job vacancies, 

surely then our government will introduce some other language and culture as a 

sign of progress and friendship, because it’s already happened to us in the case of 

Urdu & English. 

In other words it means after every hundred year our new generation will 

have to learn a new language for its survival because it's very easy to make fool to 

Pakistani people, we've already experienced it in the case of English and now we're 

going to face the issues to learn Chines language. Can't we walk without the adding 

sticks of other countries’ culture and language?  

So it's a humble request to the high authorities of our government and its 

opposition to take serious steps in this regard otherwise no one can save us from 

become chu-chu ka murabba, the nation that feel attraction towards foreigners and 

abhor its own heritage by becoming a rolling stone.  

 

(Chu-chu is directly taken from the word 'chutiya'. Chu-chu is a very sweet word, 

and you can use it all the time, to say that a person is stupid as well as sweet who 

readily adopts every change.) 

 

 


